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The purpose of this project is to create 
resources for both students and instructors 
that can inform the grading process in ways 
that support students’ linguistic agency, with 
a particular focus on African American 
students and African American English
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Research Questions
1. How can students be empowered to advocate for themselves and the right to their 

own languages in classrooms where their writing is graded?
2. How can writing instructors be educated on how to grade student writing to enact 

students’ right to their own languages?
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CCCC This Ain’t Another Statement! 
This is a DEMAND for Black 
Linguistic Justice!

This list of demands and the work of 
other scholars (ex: Baker-Bell; 
Perryman-Clark; Young) discuss the 
need for and define anti-racist writing 
pedagogy. But what, specifically, 
does this pedagogy look like for the 
daily practices of grading and 
giving feedback on student writing? 
And: How can students advocate for 
these practices?
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Figure credit: Baker-Bell, April, et al. "This Ain't Another Statement! This is a DEMAND 
for Black Linguistic Justice!" Conference on College Composition and Communication, 
July 2020
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Rationale
● Instructor grading often penalizes student 

writing for African American English features
● Yet writing instructors and curricula indicate 

value for students’ linguistic agency
● Education in writing feedback and grading is 

often limited and non-specific
● Education in language variation and African 

American English is often limited
● Education in both writing feedback AND 

language variation is especially limited
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Process
● Draft material for online guides for students 

and instructors, based on findings from our 

prior work (Charity Hudley & Mallinson, 2014; 

Franz, 2019)

● Seek feedback from faculty and students via 

focus groups throughout the drafting process

● Publish the guide 

● Work with graduate and undergraduate 

assistants throughout
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Sierra J. Johnson
● Currently pursuing Bachelor of Arts in 

Linguistics at College of William and Mary

● Her involvement and goals centered 

around this project are connected to her 

passion for limiting linguistic discrimination 

in higher academia and her personal 

advocacy for uplifting the voices of her 

fellow bidialectal students



Sierra’s Contributions
● Adding the input of her own experiences within higher education as a native 

speaker of African American English

● Researching the positive and negative effects of linguistic discrimination 

perpetuated by professors and writing centers onto students

● Finding literature that uses African American English, providing synopses, and 

detailing the language variation and writing styles in each text

● Incorporating an anti-racist lens to modify the Owl Purdue Model for Audience 

by linking methods found in African American Verbal Traditions



Angela Rowell

● Currently pursuing a Master of Science in 
Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences at 
San Francisco State University

● Her involvement with the project aligns with her 
objective of learning how to uplift the language, 
voices, communication systems, and stories of 
Black students
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Angela’s Contributions
● Angela has focused on creating an 

accessible web layout and 
engaging visuals that capture the 
contents’ core points

● On the left: an example of an 
infographic that Angela created for 
the project
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Marie Tano
● Currently pursuing a PhD in Linguistics at 

Stanford University 
● Contributed to the project by adding her 

own personal experiences in educational 
settings, as a non-standard speaker of 
English

● Research focus is on the perception and 
use of African American English on social 
media, 

● Involvement in the project has inspired her 
to refocus her own goals and imagine how 
she can use her own work to combat 
linguistic discrimination in a tangible way 

● Personal website: mariemmanue.carrd.co



Excerpt from the 
Student Guide: 

Questions to Ask Your 
Instructors
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Join us for more! Let’s Keep this conversation going

Do you teach a college course that includes at least one reading, assignment, 
or discussion focused on African American Language? If so, we would love for 
you to participate in a quick study, Teaching about AAE/AAVE/AAL in Higher 
Education Settings (TALES). All eligible participants will receive a $25 gift 
card! Visit www.tinyurl.com/tales2021 to participate. 

If you have questions, we are holding a ZOOM information session on 
Wednesday, October 13th at 12PM Pacific Time / 1PM Mountain / 2PM 
Central / 3PM Eastern to answer questions about the study; RSVP at 
www.tinyurl.com/talesinfosession.

https://www.tinyurl.com/tales2021?fbclid=IwAR3J2IMANFs6PYX3L_JxEno50R9nQtmbntuNxXW6frvH20axzWH3uNryusg
https://www.tinyurl.com/talesinfosession?fbclid=IwAR22Zg3XJjTrhxju0bGIaYMa6D6P-180d1N146Cs9iKksjCJRYl_CJf1UjM
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